A decisive step into the future of vibroacoustic fingerprints
A GENUINE INNOVATION: PAK testbench

Always at eye level with the phenomenon

- Quick and easy acquisition of vibroacoustic fingerprints
- Intuitive, easy-to-use software
- Powerful graphic reports
- No compromises during mobile measurements and troubleshooting

SIGN IN HERE:
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH THE LATEST PRODUCT NEWS ABOUT PAK testbench!

www.muellerbbm-vas.com/
pak-testbench

Join our competition and win your Müller-BBM headphones!
HIGH SPEED AND MORE FLEXIBILITY

Thanks to PAK cloud and PAK device cloud technology

- Fast provision of data from multiple devices
- Mobile access – everywhere
- Easy measurement data management

In a word: PAK testbench means for standard NVH applications
Bringing mobility into test benches everywhere.
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HIGHEST DEMANDS ON MOBILITY

Enabled through direct interaction thanks to PAK live technology
• Seamless communication between frontend and PAK testbench
• Check and reconfigure the measurement settings on the fly
• Enables prompt feedback
• Effects of configuration changes can be seen right away
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